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Denise Richardt · Buhne · 2022 
Eitempera auf Leinwand · 55 x 45  cm

Denise Richardt has selected landscape as her theme. Harmony and beauty dominate in 

her works. The painter seems first to divide nature into lines, shapes, colours, emotions, 

structures, movements, subsequently reassembling selected elements to form an image 

as if it were a wonderful mosaic. Landscapes become gardens and the viewer may 

perhaps feel an urge to look at nature in a new way. And then – at some point while 

immersed in nature – a longing to return to a picture by Denise Richardt may stir.

Several new bronzes by Michael Jastram have come to the exhibition directly from the 

foundry: Tower IX, “Klosterturm” (“Monastery Tower“,  “Mondfrau” (“Moon Woman”) and, 

particularly remarkably, “Shelter from the Storm”. The artist has always tackled questions 

about society, its history and development, as well as the relationship between humans 

and nature directly and through the prism of metaphor.  When, if not now, has the need for

shelter from looming storms and threats been greater in this century? That is conveyed 

both simply and strikingly in Michael Jastram’s bronze.
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Michael Jastram · Balance · 2019 
Bronze ·  39 x  23 x 14  cm
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